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Short introduction Dr. Seyfert

Dr Seyfert was born in 1962 in Suhl Germany and has 2 children
1985 - 1989 graduated engineer (diploma work) – mechanical and 
Automotive Engineering, University of Applied Sciences, Zwickau, Germany 
1989 – 1992 Dr.-Ing. (thesis), Mechanical and Automotive Engineering
1992 – 1995 research engineer, UNIMOT company Zwickau, Germany
From 1995 managing director, SEF-Energietechnik GmbH, Germany
Member of the Technology Committee of IHK-Chemnitz, Saxony
Member of DIHK Environment and Technology Committee, Berlin
Official German expert in accordance § 29 b Abs. 1 BImSchG, ISA 558
Various international projects, studies and landfill gas analyses in diversely 
countries, like India, Ghana, Pakistan



Start point for the international project development in 
Turkey was 2004 - from 0 MW(el) to 300 MW(el) in 17 

years
Start point for international projects was Ankara, Mamak landfill in Turkey with 
about 3000 tons a day waste mass. 
Up to that time no landfills with a working degassing project are existing. It was 
difficult to organize drilling machines, pipe material and so one.

How many MW, Dr. 
Seyfert?

However, today more than 300 MW(el) are installed!



Until today more than 50 projects
with 300 MW(el) power production 

realised

Mersin, 6 MW(el)

Current project in Izmir, 27 MW(el)

Antakya, 4 MW(el)

Iskenderun, 4 MW(el)

Tokat, 3,0 MW(el)

Kayseri, 6 MW(el)



Successful projects in Dubai, Belorussia, 
Russia, Zypres were also planned  and 

implemented

Beside the implemented projects several concepts and studies were created in
UAE (Abu Dhabi, RAS, etc.)
Carbon credits more and more important for a long term financial return if no
electrical power can be produced



Key point or 
basis of the 
whole work 

is an 
adjusted 

landfill gas 
prognosis 

considering 
all 

feasibilities



German projects – week gas 
removing or rest gas utilisation



International modern landfilling – integrated 
energy projects, waste to energy!

Waste sorting is the key point for an 
integrated waste concept to separate the 
organic rich and high caloric fraction as 
well as the valuable sorting fraction

Organic rich fractions mostly will be traded 
in semi wet flow fermenter with huge 
capacity. Liquid fermenter are more 
problematic for mixed landfill fractions

High caloric fractions mostly going to the 
cement industry and the payment for this 
fraction is very different depending on the 
quality and special utilisation



Integrated energy projects

Valuable fractions are PET and metal and 
in some places and sometimes paper, but 
the price is very volatile

In Malatya-Turkey a new small burning 
plant with about 2 MW(el) was 
implemented and is running since 1 year 
with the sorted high caloric fraction

A pyrolyses test plant was implemented in 
Ankara and was shut down after 5 years 
test run



Integrated waste concepts needs an 
comprehensive substance analyses

How many organic rich 
fraction can be used?
What is the high caloric 
content?



Landfill mining, there are a lot of 
intensiv analyzed projects

There are a lot of intensive realized landfill mining projects in Austria and 
Germany (Hechingen, Reiskirchen) with detailed analyzing of the available 
substances
However, the value of the removed and sorted waste is mostly not sufficient



Landfill mining needs a comprehensive study of 
the condition of the waste fraction

The gas building process in Turkey landfills is mostly terminated before the 
more difficult dissociated fractions (wood) can be organic converted. 
Hence, there are good conditions to generate substitute fuel



Process for landfill mining



Please Dr. Seyfert, there is no time for recreation !
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